THE 6th PRESIDENT’S CENTENNIAL DINNER

A BENEFIT FOR OUR NEXT CENTURY OF GLOBAL IMPACT

TUESDAY, 10 OCTOBER 2017
HOSPICIO CABAÑAS • MEXICO
“This campaign will take The Union into our next century of global health impact, and continue the crucial efforts needed to meet the public health challenges of today and tomorrow.”

José Luis Castro
THE PRESIDENT’S CENTENNIAL DINNER

TUESDAY, 10 OCTOBER 2017
CENTRO CULTURAL CABAÑAS · MEXICO

PRE-DINNER PROGRAMME
RECEPTION AND GUIDED TOURS
(for President’s Circle, Benefactors, Sponsors and Supporters)
Patio de los Naranjos

DINNER PROGRAMME
WELCOME
José Luis Castro, Executive Director, The Union

THE CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN
Dr Jeremiah Chakaya Muhwa, President, The Union

PERFORMANCE BY “SEÑOR BÚHO”
part of Tonica Foundation
Tonica Foundation promotes creative music as a tool to improve communities and create better lives for children and teenagers.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
DINNER MENU

FIRST COURSE:
Poblano chili stuffed with requesón (fresh cheese) and nuts wrapped in puff pastry, with a fig sauce.
or
Pre-hispanic salad

MAIN COURSE:
Beef medallion with a reduction of hibiscus sauce and morita pepper, accompanied of creamed spinach and carrot purée
or
Vegetarian lasagna with squash blossoms, corn, and poblano julienne with cheese sauce with chipotle

DESSERT:
Café de olla biscuit and amaretto cream cheese, with passion fruit ice cream.

MENÚ DE CENA

ENTRADA:
Chile relleno de requesón y nuez envuelto en hojaldre en salsa de higos
ó
Ensalada Prehispánica

PLATO FUERTE:
Medallón de filete con salsa en reducción de jamaica con chile morita, acompañado de espinacas cremadas y puré de zanahoria
ó
Lasaña vegetariana con flor de calabaza, granos de elote y juliana de poblano con salsa de quesos al perfume de chipotle

POSTRE:
Bizcocho de café de olla y crema de queso al amaretto, acompañado de helado de maracuyá
THE UNION IS GRATEFUL TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS THAT ARE CORPORATE SPONSORS OF THE UNION CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN.
Xpert® MTB/RIF Ultra*
Fast Active Case Finding for TB Elimination
Raising the Standard for Tuberculosis Diagnosis

Visit Booth #31-32 for details.

* CE-IVD, In vitro Diagnostic Medical Device. Not available in all countries.
THE UNION IS GRATEFUL TO THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANISATIONS WHO HAVE MADE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE UNION CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN.

**PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE**

José Luis CASTRO, France
E Jane CARTER, United States of America (USA)
Louis James DE VIEL CASTEL, Switzerland
CEPHEID, USA

Jeremiah Chakaya MUHWA, Kenya
 QiAGEN, USA
 SILANES, Mexico

**SPONSORS**

Prabodh BHAMBAL, India
Scott HALSTEAD, USA
Loyce Masae KAWAMURA, USA
Steve LAN, Hong Kong
Vitus LEUNG, Hong Kong

Andrew RENDEIRO, USA
Lindsay ROBERTS and Richard SHEPRO, USA
Eric ROSENBAUM, USA
Dean SCHRAUFNAGEL, USA

**SUPPORTERS**

Nathalie EMAILLE-LEOTARD, France
Mark FOLEY, USA
Lara GARRIDO-HERRERO, USA
Amir KHWAJA, USA
Shirin MUZAFFAR, USA
Lee REICHMAN, USA

Renee RIDZON, USA
Jack SALVO, USA
Kevin SCHWARTZMAN, Canada
Daria SZKWARKO, USA
Marc SNAJDERMAN, USA

**CONTRIBUTORS**

James AMISI, Kenya
Ral ANTIC, Australia
Menn and Cesar BIAGTAN, Canada
Amy BLOOM, USA
Elizabeth CADENA, Philippines
Jose CAMINERO LUNA, Spain
David CAPUTO, USA
Chris CASTAGNA, USA
Mili CHOWFLA, USA
E. Alice CHRISTENSEN MAJID, South Africa
Riitta DLODLO, Zimbabwe
Wallace D’SOUZA, USA

Paula FUJIWARA, USA
Quan GAN, China
Marianne GAYE-AYRAULT, France
George GIOVINAZZO, India
Julien GIRGENTI, France
Robert HORSBURGH, USA
Paul JENSEN, USA
Anne JONES, Australia
Seiya KATO, Japan
Godana MAMO, Kenya
Anna MANDALAKAS, USA
Guy MARKS, Australia
CONTRIBUTORS (continued)
Scott MCDONALD, Canada
Wendy MITCHELL, Canada
Mirta MOLINARI, Mexico
Toru MORI, Japan
Brenda MUNGAI, Kenya
John MURRAY, USA
Edward NARDELL, USA
Harro NIP, The Netherlands
Richard O’BRIEN, USA
Kosuke OKADA, Japan
Jove OLIVER, USA
Richard PFELTZ, USA
Nguyen Thi Bich PHUONG, Australia
Whitney REITZ, USA
Tamar RENAUD, USA
Randall and Jan REVES, USA
Camilo ROA JR, Philippines
I.D. RUSEN, Canada
Neil SCHLUGER, USA
Ingrid SCHOEMAN, South Africa
S. Bertel SQUIRE, United Kingdom
Stacie C STENDER, South Africa
Jamhoih TONSING, India
Chad TURNER, USA
Martha Louiza VAN DER WALT, South Africa
Catharina Kitty VAN WEEZENBEEK, The Netherlands

LIST AS OF OCTOBER 2nd 2017

Our thanks to Tonalá for generously providing the dinner gift

THE NEXT PRESIDENT’S CENTENNIAL DINNER WILL BE IN THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS ON TUESDAY 23 OCTOBER 2018